deploy shared Nextcloud team calendar

As discussed during our in-person meeting in Munich, we want to evaluate a shared Nextcloud team calendar. The invite feature needs dedicated testing.

# History

#1 - 2020-01-15 12:08 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version changed from Q3/2019 to Q1/2020

Can we look into this in Q1?

#2 - 2020-01-15 15:15 - Guilhem Moulin

Not sure why this task is in the infrastructure category, the calendar plugin is enabled and used, can't everyone create create a new calendar? What requires admin privileges?

#3 - 2020-01-16 12:07 - Florian Effenberger

We wanted to have a calendar owned by the team group, and that setup could only be done by an admin, IIRC :)

#4 - 2020-01-16 15:53 - Guilhem Moulin

Oh I see of course, missed that detail :-) Doesn't seem to be possible unfortunately as of Nextcloud 17 and Calendar 1.7.2. At least I could find a feature similar to "group folder", and upstream issue https://github.com/nextcloud/server/issues/10648 is still open. I think we could go for a normal calendar for now, share it with the entire team, and later reimport it as shared calendar, just like once upon a time we moved the content of the "normal" team folder into a dedicated group folder and deleted the original one.

#5 - 2020-01-17 10:58 - Florian Effenberger

Ok, then I will create it when needed :)

#6 - 2020-08-04 17:38 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from New to Closed